
1) Your contact information: amanda.guzman@trincoll.edu

2) Your teaching schedule and any pertinent scheduling info for Fall 2021 (to help me
identify meeting times)

M/W 10-11:15 AM /Would prefer meetings in first half of week but can be flexible, if necessary.

3) Identify a course for which you would like to design a Community Learning component,
and when you plan to teach it, sometime within the next three semesters. Also include a
course description, projected enrollment, types of students.

Beyond Traditional: Contemporary Understandings of Puerto Rican Culture (Spring 2022)1

- combination of second- and third-year students with handful of majors; around 20-25

4) What preliminary ideas do you have for integrating Community Learning into this
course? How would it deepen student learning and connections with Hartford? You should
brainstorm about potential connections and community partners in the Hartford area to
the best of your ability. I realize many applicants might be newcomers to the area.

In my first iteration of the Puerto Rican culture course last spring, I attempted to complicate

how students materially understood definitions of culture by studying and evaluating traditional

and contemporary perspectives as well as by moving between the Caribbean island and its

stateside diaspora, resulting in a recorded guest speaker series. Students found the speakers with

first-hand experiences of course material compelling which helped to humanize the otherwise

often abstract news stories of events and figures distanced from the everyday life of many. Their

incredible enthusiasm and effort towards their final projects which involved the development of

information products (e.g., surveys, infographics) for the Hartford History Center gave me

insight on what was possible through connections with local Hartford partners and institutions.

● Building on the partnerships with Hartford Public Library first developed in the spring

1 An island uniquely characterized by a liminal political status and a dominant stateside diaspora, the U.S.
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has been the subject of renewed national attention in the wake of the devastating
2017 Hurricane María and the 2019 "Verano Boricua" which saw the ousting of the governor, Ricardo Rosselló. This
course interrogates Puerto Rican culture on its own terms - shifting from traditional definitions of identity formation
to contemporary critiques centering historically marginalized communities amidst ongoing climate and economic
precarity. Students will work hands-on analyzing diverse (im)material cultural productions, originating from the
island and stateside diasporas. Students will engage with Puerto Rican cultural workers as they develop new,
critical understandings of the island's cultural legacy and its future.

https://trincoll.mediaspace.kaltura.com/channel/Beyond+Traditional%3A++Puerto+Rican+Culture+Today/202603373


2021 and through the Public Humanities Collaborative as well as creating new networks

o Jasmin Agosto, Hartford History Center (public programming, primary sources)

o Graciela Rivera, Park Street Library Branch (Frog Hollow Oral History Project)

o Nygel White, Hartford Public Library (oral history recordings, digital exhibits)

● Collaborations with community artists through class presentations, trips (as applicable)

and creation of information products; pop up exhibits by Trinity students for the public

o Curated walking tours of Puerto Rican historical and contemporary sites of

place-making and digital visualization on a publicly accessible platform, e.g., Clio

5) What kinds of support do you need to achieve your goals above? How can other Trinity
faculty and staff help you?

● Pedagogical Support
o Case-study examples of past Trinity classwork on/with the Hartford/CT Puerto

Rican and Latinx/e community, especially if there were information end products

▪ e.g., the work of Fiona Vernal in creating Caribbean digital exhibits

▪ e.g., Pablo Delano’s Museum of the Old Colony Hartford area exhibits

● Archival/Library Support

o Collaborative relationships with archival/library staff around developing hands-on

workshops to acquaint students with handling/studying primary source material

● Digital Humanities Support

o Collaborative relationships with instructional technologist staff on scheduling

how-to workshops and developing supporting documentation around the use of

different digital platforms, follow-up consultation on editing/publishing work

● Financial Support

o Compensation for community artists and related arts workers for their time and

effort towards class presentations and follow-up consultations on student work


